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Thank You
At every level of development of the Loop Shows, I was 
provided with tremendous assistance from many differ-
ent people.   The success of the two shows really came 
about as the result of a huge collaborative effort.  Thank 
you to everyone who helped in pulling the Loop Shows to-
gether.  I am truly grateful for your help.   ~China Adams
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influence, you just rent it”), yet most of the evaluations 
of its impact emphasize its arbitrariness, de-aestheti-
cization, confrontationalism, and the problematic “It’s 
art if an artist says so” effect.   The problematicisms 
arise primarily from another inversion: the implemen-
tation of a distorted mirror formula to grant the un-
diminished social authority of the Artiste on anyone 
who is capable of designating readymades – “If I can 
say so, I’m an Artist.” Obviously, this includes anybody 
capable of grasping the concept - or able to pretend - 
resulting in all manner of more negotiable criteria com-
ing into play. Talk about your trickle-down economy!

It’s not inconceivable that Duchamp intuited these re-
percussions; he probably never really expected the Art 
World establishment to go “Oh, we see, everyone’s an 
artist,” and close up shop. As with most of his work 
(and most work of lasting influence) Fountain oper-
ates simultaneously on multiple levels. For example, 
the inversion of the urinal and titular redesignation 
of its function clearly establish it as the symmetrical 
corollary to its un-readymade former self: half of a bi-
nary system in which cast-off waste materials are re-
circulated into the world as precious showers of gold.

This physiological metaphor (as well as the possible 

What Goes Around
Ever since Picasso or Braque first incorporated a frag-
ment of commercially fabricated illusionistic wood-
grain wallpaper or chair caning oilcloth into the first 
works of Synthetic Cubism, Art has been feeding off 
the corpse of its industrial mass media doppelgän-
ger. In an abrupt inversion of the alchemical mecha-
nism underlying the entire preceding history of art, 
the sudden superabundance of pictorial or other-
wise symbolically fashioned artifacts became the base 
material out of which artistic gold was fashioned. 

The significance of this breach and subsequent fallout 
cannot be overemphasized, yet it has been strangely 
marginalized in most conventional accounts of Mod-
ernist and so-called Postmodern art history. Within 
only a few years, the reversal of the relationship of 
the commercially designed world and the privileged 
cultural position of the high artifact had reached 
an early apotheosis in Duchamp’s Fountain; an in-
verted hardware-store urinal, signed with a pseud-
onym taken from the funny pages, and immortalized 
in a small circulation but mass-media modeled zine.

In 2004, a survey of 500 British art world professionals 
sponsored by Gordon’s Gin named Fountain the most 
influential artwork of the XXth century (“You don’t buy 
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hold name in the lot. There’s a whole book in there.

And don’t get me started on Outsider and Folk Art. For 
every token El Anatsui or (Estate of) Henry Darger there 
are another ten thousand self-taught artists who have 
transformed the leftovers of our psychotic consumer 
culture into glowing visionary testimonials to creative 
transformation and archetypal symbolic realms, usu-
ally for little to no monetary or social remuneration. 

Considerably more mainstream commercial juju has ac-
crued to the manifestations of loop aesthetics in sound 
and moving pictures, particularly in the digital era, where 
manipulation of fragmentary appropriations from earli-
er audiovisual epochs have become the default vernacu-
lar of hip-hop, electronica, and their video analogs.  But, 
apart from the lip service paid to John Cage’s Williams 
Mix and similar exercises in Musique concrète and elec-
troacoustics, these innovations have suffered a perverse 
reverse ghettoization for their commercial success.

Nevertheless, there seems to be considerably less avoid-
ance of the central importance of recycling in these 
immaterial media – bourgeois revulsion toward the 
pre-owned doesn’t come into play when every sample 
is a crisp code clone. Not coincidentally the implicit 
literal engagement with the topic of wasteful consum-
erism no longer rears its ugly head in cyberspace. For 

metaphorical connotations in the social mechanisms al-
luded to above) is, however, merely an echo or reitera-
tion of Fountain’s primary, criminally de-emphasized 
characteristic: the fact that it is a repurposed artifact 
that had been overlooked and/or despised because of 
its mass means of production, its utilitarianism, and its 
literal and conceptual proximity to the waste stream. 

So it has gone since that period of radical reorientation in 
the early XXth century – there has been no subsequent 
period in which the recycling of discarded and dispar-
aged detritus from the mainstream industrial culture 
has not played a pivotal role in at least some of the avant-
gardes of the moment, not a historical moment from 
which its essential significance has not been excised, or 
at least rendered peripheral, provisional, parenthetical. 

From Dada collage pioneers like Kurt Schwitters, 
Francis Picabia and Max Ernst; through the more po-
litically engaged photomontage of German Dadaists 
Hannah Hoch, Raoul Hausmann, and John Heart-
field; large swaths of Art Informel, Robert Rauschen-
berg, Oyvind Fahlstrom, Bruce Conner, Jess, Wal-
lace Berman and the whole West Coast assemblage 
movement, Eduardo Paolozzi and Pop in both its UK 
and American incarnations, Romare Bearden, Sis-
ter Corita Kent, Nouveau réalisme, and on and on 
and you get the point. Genius abounds. Not a house-
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structing his ancestral house from cast-off material.
The late Dustin Shuler’s flayed Mercedes Benz imposes 
a near-paleolithic paradigm of trophy-display on the 
primo contemporary object of displaced hunter lust, 
almost offhandedly transforming our fleets of porta-
ble caves into vast herds of alien prey. Elisabeth Hig-
gins O’Connor and Stephen McCabe’s bestial urges are 
even more literal, depicting gigantic mutant animals 
– a crippled dog and a cluster of wasps, respectively – 
that seem to be in the process assembling themselves 
according to some post-apocalyptic morphogenetic 
protocol from the piles of crap the humans left behind. 

Works by ten more artists -- Miyoshi Barosh, Christian 
Cummings, Thomas Deininger, Amy Drezner, Mark 
Dutcher, Doug Harvey, John Luckett, William Ran-
som, Ann Weber, and Alexis Zoto -- complete the siz-
able presentation. But it is – unsurprisingly - Adams’ 
own work that epitomizes the conceptual underpin-
nings of the Loop shows. Having divested herself of 
77.13% of her “artist’s burdensome possessions” (as 
the materials list described them, alongside the white 
tarps and unwaxed dental floss with which they were 
shrouded) in 1995’s The Official Stitch and Hide Pro-
cedure, much of Adams’ subsequent work has been 
made from unsolicited materials that find their way 
to her tiny studio/apartment; particularly junk mail.

that, you have to circle back to the Old Genre artists.
This subtext is at play in any artwork that draws from 
the material residue of the modern information glut, 
but most of the artists included in China Adams’ The 
Loop Show and The Small Loop Show are more con-
scious and deliberate about the symbolic implications 
of their process. The Institute for Figuring’s ecstatic, or-
ganic curdles of white plastic grocery bags, shiny black 
videotape, and other pernicious polyethelene products 
are outgrowths of their consciousness-raising collective 
artwork creating a freely interpreted hyperbolic cro-
chet replica of the endangered coral reefs of Australia. 

Anne Hieronymous’ stylized winter wonderland is 
built on accumulated landfill strata of discarded fes-
tive gewgaws. Don Suggs’ Feast Poles embody a typi-
cal balancing act between consummate formalism 
and acerbic commentary on what passes for totemic 
in the age of plastic. Robert Larson revives the mid-
century folk craft of assembling elaborate patterns out 
of empty cigarette packs, honoring the gravitas of the 
intervening revelations regarding the tobacco’s health 
impact and the sinister machinations of the industry 
by producing dazzlingly intricate mosaics that deliver 
an undeniably sacred twist. Nuttaphol Ma’s giant mini-
mal spool of recovered white plastic is a functioning 
component of the artist’s “self-imposed sweatshop” 
in Chinatown, where he will ultimately be recon-
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As some one wrote on the occasion of her 
first show of junk-mail couture in 2008: 

The political implications of Adams’ work — is-
sues of class, gender and globalization, as well as 
broader anthropological concerns with taboos, 
stigma, consensus and authoritarianism, and 
an unavoidable critique of the art world’s über-
materialism — seem to arise incidentally, along-
side the humor and aesthetics, from the artist’s 
stubborn willingness to try to make do with less. 

For the opening of the first go-round of The Loop 
Show, Adams engaged a bevy of beautiful ladies to 
display a new line of scavenger duds, composed us-
ing an expanded vocabulary of materials – augment-
ing the shredded Penny Savers and dummy Your-
Name-Here credit cards with blue tarp hula skirts and 
other industrial hand-me-downs. But her most recent 
works – exemplified by the linear accumulation pod/
cloud sculpture also included in the first Loop itera-
tion - seem to be shifting the emphasis to the formal-
ism and craftsmanship that has always lurked at 
the surface of her conceptually-driven experiments. 

Which doesn’t surprise me. In spite of the timeli-
ness of the topic – and I don’t think it’s a Romantic 
exaggeration to suggest that artists often function 
as social oracles – I believe that the whole loopy re-
cycling trope, its place in the context of art history, 

and the possibilities for change it embodies all op-
erate independently of the evolutionary cul-de-sac 
in which our species is gradually realizing it is stuck.

I would contend that the object of artmaking is human 
consciousness itself, and the mechanism by which this 
process manifests in the objective world is the feed-
back loop of sustained creative attention and activity. 
Art’s ability to mirror the world back to us is the alpha 
and omega of all culture and human civilization – but 
this phenomenological circuit is reiterated macrocos-
mically, substituting a recursive, cyclical understand-
ing of time and space for the rectilinear, teleological 
one that fuels materialistic endgame politics from the 
boardroom to the bedroom -- not to mention most aca-
demic theories about the function and meaning of art. 

In this light, the modern and contemporary art prac-
tice of absorbing and reconstituting the symbolic and 
material discharge of our busy monkey brains is less 
an arbitrary journalistic response to a particular set of 
historical circumstances than the recognition and im-
plementation of the hardwired biological and spiritual 
function that art has served all along: the awakening, 
expansion, and intensification of human self-awareness 
– hopefully with enough speed and impact to derail 
our rendezvous with density. If not, at least we’ll leave 
some cool shit for the aliens to unearth from the ruins.

~Doug Harvey, October 16 2012
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[1] I’m not sure how this fits in, but as I was writing this, I 
read this anecdote in Hunter Drohojowska-Philp’s Reb-
els in Paradise: The Los Angeles Art Scene and the 1960s:

When dealer Julien Levy rented a gallery on Sun-
set Boulevard in 1941 to exhibit Duchamp’s The 
Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, 
along with pieces by Salvador Dalí and others, 
the actor John Barrymore got so drunk at the 
opening, he unzipped his pants and unceremoni-
ously urinated on a work by Surrealist Max Ernst.

Apart from being surprised to learn that The Large 
Glass has actually made it to tinseltown, I was struck 
by the strange urinal loop generated by this incident in 
combination with the more famous case of Jackson Pol-
lock relieving himself in the fireplace of Peggy Guggen-
heim (AKA Mrs. Max Ernst!) in 1944, during a party to 
celebrate the installation of a commissioned mural by 
Pollock. This has been interpreted by some as a gesture 
of retaliation because the oversized canvas had had 8 
inches trimmed off one end in order to make it fit the 
allotted space… at the suggestion of Marcel Duchamp.

[2] Doug Harvey, Keeping Up With China (Adams): 
The fine art of doing without, LA Weekly,

Wednesday, May 28 2008
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At Beacon Arts Building
December 3, 2011 - January 15, 2012
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Miyoshi Barosh
Commando, 2011
Fabric & fiber fill

(Detail above)
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Tom Deininger
Headhunter

Found objects, wood panel, glue
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Amy Drezner
runAway_3; (blue lullaby4), 2011

Plastic, sound
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Mark Dutcher
Vanishing Point Ray Thomas Peter, 2011

Plaster, hemp, wire, wood, cardboard, tempera
(Above left, detail below left)

Pink Triangle Vanishing Point, 2011
Plaster, hemp, wire, foil, wood, cardboard, tempera

(Above center, detail below center)

The Dice Throwers, 2011
Cardboard, oil, oil pastel, wood, 2010-2011

(Above right, detail below right)
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Mark Dutcher
Atmosphere Vanishing Point (1-6), 2011

Oil, enamel, cardboard, glitter, foil, spray paint on canvas
(Background)

William Ransom
600psi, 2011

Walnut, clamp
(Foreground)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Doug Harvey
The Cryogenic Angel;

Chapter One: History Lessens, Pts 1-4, 2011
Found Paper & object collage

(Detail above)
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Doug Harvey
The Cryogenic Angel;

Chapter One: History Lessens, Pts 1-4, 2011
Found Paper & object collage

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Doug Harvey
The Cryogenic Angel;

Chapter One: History Lessens, Pts 1-4, 2011
Found Paper & object collage

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Doug Harvey
The Cryogenic Angel;

Chapter Two: (Title TK), Pt 1, 2011
Found Paper & object collage

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Anne Hieronymus
Land. Scape. Goat, 2011

Holiday and party decorations,
Cardboard, wire, paint

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Elisabeth Higgins O’Connor
Besides, 2011

Cardboard, bed sheets, blankets, resin
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Institute for Figuring
Coral Forest-White Plastic, 2011

Plastic, crocheted plastic
(Foreground, details below)

Doug Harvey
The Cryogenic Angel;

Chapter One: History Lessens, Pts 1-4, 2011
Found Paper & object collage

(Background)
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Institute For Figuring
Coral Forest-White Plastic, 2011

Plastic, crocheted plastic
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Robert Larson
Red Honey, 1995-2011

Discarded Marlboro cigarette packages on linen
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Robert Larson
Twelve Titles, 1995-2011

Discarded Marlboro cigarette packages on linen
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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John Luckett
Thad (Venice, California)

Limited edition photographic print
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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John Luckett
Pinkie (Marina del Rey, California)
Limited edition photographic print

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Nuttaphol Ma
An American Storage Company, 2011

Installation
Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Nuttaphol Ma
An American Storage Company, 2011

Installation
(Details below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Stephen McCabe
Wasps (1-9), 2011

Recycled polypropylene, polyester, cellophane
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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William Ransom
Scaffolding and Tackle, 2011

Oak chair, fir, clamp
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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William Ransom
Hoards, 2011

Cherry, fir, concrete, walnuts
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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William Ransom
Another of its unlikely origin, 2011

Walnut, concrete, clamp
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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William Ransom
Ticklish Work, 2011

Walnut, concrete, clamp
(Complete above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Dustin Shuler
Mercedes Pelt

Painted steel and Lexan
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Don Suggs
Cactustop Feast Pole

Found plastic & metal/ wood armature
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Don Suggs
Dieter’s Feast Pole

Found plastic & metal armature
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Ann Weber
She and She, 2002

Cardboard, staples, polyurethane
(Foreground, detail below)

William Ransom
Ticklish Work, 2011

Walnut, concrete, clamp
(Background)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Alexis Zoto
Witch/Shtriga, 2009

Lace and found objects
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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China Adams
Sweet Little Typhoon, 2011

Laminated scratch/ waste paper
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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China Adams
Trash Garments (From Flights of Fancy Series), 2007

Assorted waste paper, waste fabric, junk

(Modeling Hostesses [group photo left to right]:
Banty Castellanos [detail above left],

Marquita Cherelle Flowers [detail above right],
Jaynie Lynne Sanchez [detail below left],

Liesel Plambeck [detail below right],
Shannon Pollak, Alexis) 

Photo credit: Heather Stobo
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Loop 2

At Fellows of Contemporary Art
September 29, 2012 - November 24, 2012
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Miyoshi Barosh
Model and rendering in situ for a 

“Monument to the Triumph of Illusion over Reality”
2012

(Detail above)
Re-purposed t-shirts and wooden base

Photo credit: Kohl King
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Christian Cummings
Save Our Whales, 2012
Mixed media and video
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Amy Drezner
Highway Dragnet, 2012

Multimedia, sound
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Mark Dutcher
E.N.D., 2012

Cardboard, plaster, gesso, oil, foil, wood
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Doug Harvey
The Cryogenic Angel,

Chapter 5: A Wandering Menstrual Eye
Verses 1-4, 2012
Collage on paper

Photo credit: Kohl King
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Anne Hieronymus
The H is Silent, 2012

Mixed (reused) media
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Kohl King
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Elisabeth Higgins O’Connor
Googy (Courtesy of Charlie James Gallery), 2012

Cardboard, paint, bed sheets, paper,
drywall screws, wood, matte medium

(Detail above)
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Robert Larson
Gold Honey, 2012

Discarded Marlboro cigarette packages on canvas
(Detail below)

Photo credit: Kohl King
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John Luckett
(Left to right above, details below)

Red & Aqua on Purple, 2012
Tijuca, paper and cardboard assemblage

Black & White Stripes on Yellow, 2012
San Coronado, paper and cardboard assemblage

Olive & Puisse Background, 2012
Campo Grande, paper and cardboard assemblage

Photo credit: Kohl King
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Nuttaphol Ma
Spool No. 001 > Made in the China Outpost, 2012

Discarded plastic bags, 
lazy susan purchased from IKEA, found wood

(Detail above)
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Stephen McCabe
(Left to right above, details below)

Long Horn Beetle, 2012
Mixed recycled media

Soft Wing Flower Beetle, 2012
Mixed recycled media, 2012

Photo credit: Kohl King
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William Ransom
Putting By, 2012

Concrete, fir, clamp, tomato halves
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Kohl King
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William Ransom
Fat of The Land, 2012

Basswood, mahogany, clamp,
cast aluminum, strawberry guava

(Detail above)
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Don Suggs
Cup To Cone Feast Pole, 2012

Found plastic and metal armature
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Kohl King
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(Left to right)
Don Suggs

Cup To Cone Feast Pole, 2012
Found plastic and metal armature

Christine Wertheim
Tar Lace, 2012

Videotape and pipe cleaners
(Detail above)

Photo credit: Kohl King
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Alexis Zoto
Untitled (My Life Mess), 2012
Mixed recycled media collage

Photo credit: Kohl King
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China Adams
Dirty Laundry Restrained and Hung, 2012

Dirty laundry, cable ties, acrylic paint,
metal pole, Kevin Scarlet (Male Support)

(Detail above)
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Various Artists

Installation
Photo credit: Kohl King
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Curator’s Note
In 1995 I did a show called, The Official Stitch and 
Hide Procedure.  It involved creating an inven-
tory of my possessions, which had become burden-
some for a variety of different reasons.  It turned out, 
that by my estimation, over 70% of my possessions 
fell into this category of burdensome so I wrapped 
them in sheaths, sewed them closed, and present-
ed them as sculpture.  It was the first time I actively 
tried to address my discomfort with material excess.

I have grappled with this idea of excess and mate-
rial waste for years, both in my art and in my life.  
Naturally, I am drawn to other artists who share 
similar concerns and tackle them in their work.  

Examining what is truly relevant and radical with 
respect to art making, one must consider the re-
ality of our “material problem.”  It is one that re-
flects a much deeper, more fundamental cultural 
imbalance and one that deserves our attention.

In certain philosophical traditions there is a precept, 
which explains the value of any material not only by 
examining its physical properties, but also by recount-
ing it’s passage into being and considering the people 
whose effort shaped it’s development.   Take for example 

a simple cotton t-shirt, if followed back to its origin as 
cotton plants, we would see that in order for it to evolve 
into a garment, it would be shaped by numerous people.   

Its path would begin in the form of plants that need-
ed seeding, tending and harvesting.  As bales of raw 
cotton it would move to a factory where it would be 
cleaned and woven together into material, implicat-
ing more people and machines (operated by people).   
As fabric the cotton would be cut into patterns and 
sewn together, involving still more people.  Finally 
the t-shirt would be packed, loaded, shipped, and dis-
tributed again requiring yet another labor source.

In addition to the broader notion of showing the in-
terconnectivity of people, the function of this kind 
of thinking is also meant to emphasize the value in-
herent in any material, based not only on it’s physi-
cal value, but the sheer amount of human labor that 
goes into creating refined materials (or facilitating 
the growth of organic ones).  Not incidentally, this 
kind of thinking assigns value to the most basic kind 
of human endeavor, in essence honoring work, re-
gardless of it’s nature, as intrinsically valuable be-
cause it is a reflection of the human spirit in action.
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In contemporary culture, where unfixable appli-
ances, outdated 3 year-old computers, and throw-
aways of all types are the norm, it is hard to deny 
that we have become disconnected with the simple 
idea that material of all kinds, whether plastic, rub-
ber, cotton, aluminum, or gold is fundamentally 
valuable.  And sadly, woven into this loss of respect 
for material, is an even more systemic loss of re-
spect for the basic tradition of human, physical labor.

If we presume that art and artists typically have a par-
ticularly intimate relationship with materials, one that 
perhaps more than others, is meant to honor the pre-
ciousness of material, one might predict that a move-
ment towards reversing this faulty relationship vis-a-vie 
people and their materials would start among artists.
In fact, it doesn’t take much searching to find 
that today there is a wave of such artists con-
cerning themselves with this very issue of re-
using existing materials to create their art.  

Certainly the notion of reusing material for art’s 
sake is not new.  However, a focus on using what is 
left over, in essence, repurposing material detached 
from a posture of critique regarding it’s original ori-
gin, is where this new trend appears to be carving 
out it’s own niche.  It’s work that celebrates the tem-
porary and defies all tradition about how we define 

worth.  It gently suggests that at a time when melting 
icecaps are a reality, discussions in art around col-
lecting and archivability seem at best outdated, at 
worst tantamount to burying one’s head in the sand.
With this in mind the Loop Show 
brings together a group of artists 
whose work collectively presents a vision of the art 
object as something rich and vibrant born of cast 
off materials, the things we are leaving behind.

~China Adams
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Notes:




